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Eric Rearwin: When personal and aviation histories cross
by budd davisson

Great-Granddad’s
A I R P L A N E

“W
hen I Was groWIng up,” says erIc 

Rearwin, “None of us kids ac-

tually knew that much about 

what our great-granddad and 

our grandparents had done. For whatever reason, 

our parents just didn’t talk about it much. That 

chapter of family history was very hazy to me. 

However, when my granddad started taking me to 

fly-ins with him and I saw airplanes with my last 

name on them, it all became very real.”
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The “granddad” he’s referring 
to was Ken Rearwin, who was sales 
manager for the Rearwin Aircraft 
Company from 1929 until it was 
sold to Commonwealth in 1942. 
He was the son of the company’s 
founder, Andrew “Rae” Rearwin, 
and both he and his brother, Royce, 
were active in the company.

While the name Rearwin isn’t as 
well-known as Piper, Cessna, Beech, 
etc., the company was, nonethe-
less, a serious player during the 
1930s, producing more than 400 
aircraft, almost all of which are bet-
ter known to modelers than they 
are to the full-scale aviation com-
munity. The modelers know them 
well because two of the Rearwin 
variants, the Speedster and the 
Cloudster, have such classic lines 
and are such good fliers that they 
are ready-made for free-flight and 
radio-controlled modeling subjects. 

Looking back at the birth of the 
Rearwin Aircraft factory from this 

point in history, it’s a little hard to 
put in context. For one thing, the 
year was 1929 and the economy 
was in the process of tanking. The 
stock market had “split-S’ed” into 
the ground, and every economic 
indicator was massively negative. 
Sound familiar? Businesses were 
failing right and left, yet young 
businessmen with names l ike 
Cessna, Beech, and Stearman were 
taking huge leaps of faith and start-
ing airplane companies. These were 
real American entrepreneurs in ev-
ery sense of the word, and Rae Rear-
win was right in the middle of the 
fray with them.

Rae was a little different than 
many of his aviation pioneer peer 
group in three prominent ways. 
First, he wasn’t as young as the rest 
and had two grown sons, Ken and 
Royce. Second, he was an already 
established businessman/entrepre-
neur, and third, he wasn’t a pilot. 
What attracted him to aviation 

was simple: He thought it to be a 
growing industry that would have 
plenty of room for a businessman 
with his acumen.

Rae hired the skills he needed, 
including the designers who de-
signed the initial Rearwin, an open-
cockpit biplane that was built in a 
garage and named after his sons, 
the Ken-Royce. The year was 1929 
and only a few were produced, with 
reportedly only one surviving to-
day. However, as he looked around, 
he saw the need for smaller aircraft. 
In 1930-31 he had the Junior, a 
parasol, designed, and around 1932 
he commissioned the design of the 
6000 Speedster.

Eric Rearwin says, “The 6000 
Speedster series were so sleek and 
good looking that they are what 
many people think of when they 
hear the name Rearwin. The original 
1934 prototype S/N 301 had various 
problems in gaining certification, 
specifically the spin recovery. It ap-

One of the lost recognizable profiles in aviation, the Rearwin Speedster, enjoys a reputation that is larger than the 
relatively small production numbers would normally indicate. The sleek installation of the four-cylinder Menasco 
engine (or the Cirrus Hi-Drive in the prototype here) made the airplane a favorite of model airplane enthusiasts.
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pears that rather than try to ‘fix’ 
that airplane, they canceled the N 
number and used the fuselage re-
numbered as S/N 302 for all further 
work. So, our airplane, even though 
numbered 302, actually is the origi-
nal prototype and was retained by 
the company to be the factory dem-
onstrator. The Cirrus Hi-Drive en-
gine was used, but by the time the 
airplane was going to go into pro-
duction, Cirrus was out of business. 
However, the 125-hp Menasco en-
gine was readily available and, in 
truth, a much better engine. Better 
yet, it fit into the Speedster with al-
most no modifications.”

Although the economy was suf-
fering terribly, there was still a 
market for an airplane like the 
Speedster, but the company didn’t 
have a Menasco-powered one to 
show to the public. So, many of the 
early Speedster ads actually featured 
the Cirrus-powered prototype air-
plane, even though they were sell-

ing Menasco-powered Speedsters.
From initial flight to production 

of the 6000M (“M” for Menasco) 
four critical years had elapsed, al-
lowing many other companies to 
move far ahead of Rearwin, so only 
a little more than a dozen Speedsters 
were built. 

In typical entrepreneurial fash-
ion,  s ince one engine wasn’t 
working out, Rae Rearwin went 
looking for others and in the pro-
cess bought the LeBlond Engine 
Company in 1938. He quickly re-
named it the Ken-Royce Engine 
Company, and they redesigned the 
older Junior with a cabin to take 
that little five-cylinder, round mo-
tor. Named the Sportster, at first, 
the engine hung mostly out in the 
wind with a narrow Townend speed 
ring attempting to streamline it. 
Then, in an effort to modernize the 
design, they completely redesigned 
the Speedster fuselage, widening it 
for side-by-side seating, changing 

to the oleo-spring landing gear of 
the Sportster, and fairing the en-
gine in with a complete cowling. 
That became the famous Cloudster, 
one of the cutest little airplanes of 
its day, and it was fairly successful, 
with more than 120 rolling off the 
line before World War II. [See the 
October 2010 issue of Vintage Air-
plane for an article on the Cloud-
ster and the January 2011 issue for 
a story on the Speedster.—Editor]

In 1942 Rearwin sold the com-
pany to Commonwealth, who pro-
duced 275 of the Rearwin-designed 
Skyrangers through 1946. By that 
time they had settled on a more 
“modern” engine, the superlative 
Continental C-85. The Common-
wealth Skyranger is still visible in 
the vintage aircraft arena, as quite 
a few have survived. However, the 
earlier airplanes, especially the 
Speedster, were rare to begin with 
and are almost nonexistent today.

Eric Rearwin says, “My grandfa-

Tim Talen restored the Speedster for Eric 
Rearwin at his Jasper, Oregon-based res-
toration company, the Ragwood Refactory.

With a Carwell bubble-faced compass anchoring the 
center of the panel, the Speedster has the minimum 
required cadre of instruments.
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ther was periodically hunting down 
Rearwins of different models and 
getting them placed in museums. 
So, when I started spending time 
with him, I became aware of the 
history that each airplane repre-
sented. As I got older, I didn’t make 
a conscious decision to find Rear-
wins, but, little by little, I guess the 
same thing that drove my grand-
father took root in me. Also, Bill 
Wright wrote a book on Rearwins 
about that time, and that really 
got my interest going. So, in 2004, 
when I heard about a Speedster for 
sale in Washington, I was already 
thinking in that direction. When 
I learned it was a Cirrus-powered 
Speedster, which made it the proto-
type, my interest was really piqued.

“I took the train to Washing-
ton,” he says, “to look at the air-
plane, knowing full well that I 
wasn’t qualified to tell how much 
work the airplane actually needed. 
However, I knew enough to judge 
how complete the airplane was. If it 
had been heavily modified or many 

parts were missing, I’m not certain 
I would have continued with the 
project. Although, as driven as I 
was, the airplane would have had 
to be a real mess to keep me from 
following through with the project. 
The truth is, I couldn’t not do it.

“What I found, when I got there, 
was a very complete airplane that 
had been owned by the same gen-
tleman for something over 30 
years. He really loved the airplane 
but had finally come to the conclu-
sion that he was never going to re-
store it, so he sold it to me.

“When we lost my grandfather 
in 2001, he left me a little inheri-
tance,” Eric says, “and that was the 
seed money for this project. Even 
though the rest of my family tried 
to talk some sense into my head, I 
couldn’t think of anything I’d rather 
do with that modest sum than buy 
and restore a Rearwin. Especially 
one as historic as Speedster S/N 302. 
I didn’t see it as an airplane so much 
as a family historical artifact that 
needed to be preserved.”

So, now Eric had bought a tan-
gible link to his family’s past, but 
it was a tired, badly deteriorated 
link that was going to require a 
lot of TLC that Eric wasn’t capable 
of giving. Besides not being a pi-
lot, Eric knew he had neither the 
skills nor the time to bring the air-
plane up to the level of perfection 
he was looking for and which the 
airplane deserved.

Eric says, “I started looking 
around for someone to do the res-
toration and almost immediately 
ran across Tim Talen. Besides be-
ing well-known for a wide range of 
restorations, it turns out Tim had 
done a Rearwin/Commonwealth or 
two and actually knew S/N 302. So, 
Tim took a trailer from his shop in 
Jasper, Oregon, up to Washington 
and retrieved the airplane.”

Tim’s company, The Ragwood 
Refactory (cool name, Tim!), has 
done award-winning vintage/an-
tique restorations ranging from 
the first Taylor J-2 Cub to leave the 
Lock Haven factory to hulking bi-

Tim Talen flies the tall high-winger near the EAA Seaplane Base southeast of Oshkosh.
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planes of all types, so he was an old 
hand at restoring vintage aircraft 
such as the Speedster.

Tim picks up the story and says, 
“When we got the airplane home 
and started taking it apart, it became 
apparent that although the airplane 
didn’t appear to have been in a seri-
ous wreck in its lifetime, practically 
every square inch, both inside and 
out, needed total restoration.

“The wings, for instance,” he 
says, “were not only badly dete-
riorated but had a few things the 
later production airplanes didn’t 
have. In fact, this was true for lots 
of parts of the airplane. It may have 
been the second one built, but it 
was still very much a prototype. For 
instance, the ailerons on 302 are 
welded steel tube structures, while 
the later ones are built-up wood. 
On top of that, the later wings had 
a slightly wider chord, so the aile-
rons on 302, which were a carry-
over from 301, have aluminum 
extensions fastened to the trailing 
edge to make them wider.”

He continues, “The wings them-
selves were an interesting mess. I 
say ‘interesting’ because besides the 
obvious deterioration…most of the 
wood was delaminating or rotting…
the ribs were ‘modified,’ and I say 
modified with quotes because what 
had been done was almost comical.

“In the first place the ribs used 
a Warren truss pattern, meaning 
there are no verticals in the truss, 
only diagonals, so the truss pattern 
resembles a bunch of wide W’s side-
by-side. This leaves long sections 
of the rib surface unsupported, 
and they apparently started to lose 
their curve and flatten out. At some 
point in the old girl’s life a help-
ful mechanic decided to put verti-
cal members between each W. That 
would have been fine, but he did 
it without uncovering the wings. 
Essentially, he just poked a hole in 
the wings everywhere he wanted to 
put a vertical. Then he cut a piece 
of rib stock to size, lathered up 
both ends with glue, and pushed 
it through the hole. Not a very el-

egant, or structural, repair. The later 
production ribs went to the Pratt 
truss pattern that has verticals. So, 
we totally rebuilt the ribs. Plus the 
spars were delaminating and some 
of the splices were letting go, so we 
kept all the metal but replaced all 
the wood in the wings.

“All of the wood work was done 
by Kenyon Solecki, a young high-
schooler I took under my wing, but 
he didn’t need much teaching,” 
Talen says. “He was just naturally 
good, and I only had to tell him 
something once.

“Where the airplane sat in Wash-
ington for so many years,” Talen 
says, “it rains every day, often all 
day, so the condition of the wood 
was to be expected. We expected 
the fuselage to be the same kind of 
mess, but, all things considered, it 
wasn’t bad at all. It was about the 
same as any other tubing fuselage, 
meaning we replaced about 8 feet of 
the bottom longerons and replaced 
a few other small pieces, but that 
was it. The fuselage is wildly com-
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plicated in terms of the number 
of tubing pieces in it, and if it had 
been as deteriorated as the wings, it 
would have been a nightmare.

“The same thing was true of the 
landing gear, thank goodness. It 
was in decent condition,” Tim says 
and laughs. “No offense to Rear-
win, but the landing gear looks as 
if it was designed in a bar and grill, 
and they never made it to the grill. 

From the outside, with the fairings 
on it, it looks as if it’s a single-strut 
unit, but inside those fairings is a 
ton of tubing. Each leg is a V with 
another piece of tube in the middle 
that hooks into bungees. It is one of 
the most unique landing gears I’ve 
ever seen, and now that I’ve flown 
it, I’d also say it’s one of the bounci-
est. If I’m not right on my game, I’ll 
get a bounce without even trying.

“Incidentally, almost every piece 
of wood for the fuselage was there, 
but virtually none of it was usable. 
All of the plywood in the airplane, 
which includes the fuselage formers, 
had given up and was coming apart.

“It took us forever to get the air-
frame ready for cover,” Tim says, 
“and when we did, we used Poly- 
Fiber and Poly-Tone with Aero-Thane 
clear top coat, all the way through.”

One of the major attractions to 
the Speedster series is the shape of 
the nose. The nose fits the name, 
Speedster, or vice versa, because 
it just screams speed. Besides its 
looks, one reason the modelers love 
it is because the nose shape is so 
easy to fit almost any model engine 
into and keep total scale appear-
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Gilles Auliard captures the narrow fuselage profile and beautifully faired 
landing gear in this action shot.

GILLES AULIARD

“No offense to 
Rearwin, but
the landing 
gear looks as
if it was
designed in a 
bar and grill, 
and they never 
made it to
the grill.”
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ance. Unfortunately, as magical as 
the Rearwin Speedster schnoz may 
be, it is another nightmare, as Talen 
says, to restore.

“The good news,” he says, “is 
that we had the entire cowling. All 
of it. The bad news is that it was 
a patchwork quilt of patches with 
new patches patching old patches. 
If that’s hard to say, it’s even harder 
to repair. First, the cowling is made 
entirely of SO aluminum, mean-
ing it is dead soft. So, you can bend 
it with your fingers. Also, it loves 
to crack, which it appears to have 
done at every opportunity during 

its lifetime. So, while we had an en-
tire cowling, there wasn’t a single 
piece of it that didn’t need welding, 
massaging, reshaping, or all three. 
Making it a lot worse was that the 
cowling is where your eye goes the 
second you see the airplane. So, we 
had to get it right. The only way 
to do that and avoid using tons of 
Bondo was to throw time and el-
bow grease at it. And to not get in 
a hurry. The slower you work, the 
smaller your mistakes are, and you 
don’t want to be constantly correct-
ing your corrections.”

The cowling was shaped to the 

Cirrus, and of all the question 
marks in the airplane, the engine 
was certainly the biggest one. And 
still is. Only a small number of air-
craft contemporary to the Speed-
ster used the Cirrus in any form, 
the Great Lakes probably being the 
most common. But the so-called 
Hi-Drive Cirrus, meaning it was in-
verted with the crankshaft on top, 
saw very little use partially because 
its reliability was so poor.

Tim says, “Right from the begin-
ning, we knew we had to pay special 
attention to the engine, since we 
expected to be flying the airplane a 
fair amount. When you know you 
have to cross the Cascades or Rock-
ies—we can go up the gorge and 
avoid the Cascades—to get almost 
anywhere, especially to Oshkosh, 
you tend to be more serious about 
your engines. Curiously, the engine 
that was in the Speedster when we 
retrieved it, S/N 2062, is the actual 
engine that was in it when the air-
plane was built. For an airplane that 
old, that is almost unheard of. And, 
even after all those years in the Pa-
cific Northwest’s weather, it wasn’t 
a rusty chunk of iron. This was be-
cause the Cirrus is well known to be 
a ‘leaker’ so it was totally covered 
in oily grime, and it couldn’t have 
rusted if it wanted to. All we had to 
do was figure out ways around its 
weak points to make it into a reli-
able engine, relatively speaking.

“Most Cirrus problems are cen-
tered around its top end, which is 
actually the bottom end on an in-
verted engine because the cylinders 
point down. Everything having to 
do with the valve train on the en-
gine is frustratingly fragile or poorly 
designed. So, we did our best to work 
around the known trouble spots.”

Al Holloway in Quincy, Califor-
nia, an antique engine specialist, 
was entrusted with building the en-
gine, which included chrome cylin-
ders and bringing all the specs up to 
new standards. When he was done, 
he bolted it to the test stand and 
put five hours on it before shipping 
it to Tim, at which point the gotta-
get-it-done-for-Oshkosh frenzy, 

The wing tanks of the Rearwin can also feed fuel to the Cirrus from both at 
the same time.

Like most of the airplanes of the 1930s and 1940s, the occasional car trim 
part is used in the construction of this antique airplane. This automotive 
window crank handle becomes the elevator trim handle for the Rearwin.
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which seems so common in sport 
aviation, kicked into high gear.

“We were working right down 
to the wire, literally,” he remem-
bers. “When we left for Oshkosh, 
we had exactly an hour and a half 
on the airplane in two hops, and 
away we went.”

Flying nearly halfway across the 
country behind a Cirrus is an ad-
venture many people wouldn’t 
want to be involved in, but Tim 
says, “We did a round robin that 
included Oshkosh, Blakesburg the 
next month, and Reno after that 
without the Cirrus missing a lick. 
And I have to say that landing at 
Rawlins, Wyoming, with the den-
sity altitude at 9,000-10,000 feet 
was wild! The sagebrush on final 
was just a blur as it flashed past. 
On departure headed home, it was 
just the reverse: Although it was an 
early-morning launch, I used a lot 

of the 7,000-foot runway, and once 
it got off the ground, I had the op-
portunity to closely inspect the lo-
cal sagebrush, as I tried to coax the 
airplane into gaining altitude.”

Tim says that based on his own 
experience with the Cirrus, he’s 
convinced the engine’s reputation 
is based on old wives’ tales com-
ing out of experiences pilots had 
in the ’50s and ’60s, when a lot of 
the engines were just cobbled to-
gether. He says that most of the 
pilots who flew them when they 
were new in the ’30s had the same 
experience he had.

He says, “I think it’s probably 
only a 200-400 hour engine, but 
if it is rebuilt correctly and main-
tained right, it’s as reliable as any 
engine from that period of time.”

Summing up the trip, Tim says, 
“At Oshkosh and Blakesburg, peo-
ple really appreciated seeing the 

airplane. We had a lot of good con-
versations with people about it. At 
Reno, it was out of its element. The 
majority of people came to see the 
big iron, so it was understandable 
that they didn’t know the airplane.”

Eric Rearwin says, “I didn’t know 
what to expect, but I was really grat-
ified at the reception we received at 
Oshkosh and Blakesburg. It made it 
all worth it. I can take none of the 
credit for the restoration, but I’m 
proud to see my great-granddad’s 
airplane out there again.

“From this point on, I’m hoping a 
museum will buy it and put it on dis-
play. Maybe fly it from time to time. 
Regardless, I accomplished what I set 
out to do, and we put a historic old 
Rearwin back into the air.”

Those of us who had never seen a 
Speedster want to thank Tim and Eric 
for their efforts. It’s wonderful to see 
an icon back in its element. 
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